Happy Deadstein (Work Is Over)

Verse 1

| A /// | Bm /// | E /// | A /// | D /// | E /// | A /// | D /// |

So this is Deadstein,
And why have we come?
The day job’s over (7-8-9-10)
Playin’s just begun
And so this is Deadstein
Find what you seek
The dead and the grateful
The straight and the freak

Chorus 1

| G /// | A /// | % | D / E / |

A very Jerry Deadstein, And a Bobby New Weir
Let’s hope it’s a good one, the minyan is here.

Verse 2

And so this is Deadstein (Work is over)
For weak and for strong (If you want it)
For Rich and the Brotpens (Work is over)
The piano’s the song (Now)
And so Happy Deadstein (Work is over)
For bass and guitar (If you want it)
For rhythm and friendship (Work is over)
But vocals are hard (Now)

Chorus 2

Verse 3

So this is Deadstein (Work is over)
At Deadstein.com (If you want it)
Our day job’s over (Work is over)
And a new jam’s just begun (Now)
And so Happy Deadstein (Work is over)
We hope you have fun (If you want it)
The dead and the grateful (Work is over)
The old and the young (Now)

Chorus 3

V4 Outro

(Work is over)
(if you want it)
(Work is over)
(Now)